
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Editorial 
 
 
 

Welcome to the special Valentine Issue of Sensual Treats Magazine. As promised, 
this entire edition is dedicated to International Cover Model Jimmy Thomas. Jimmy 
has graciously and patiently supplied images, answered questions, and has been 
wonderful throughout this whole process. 
 
Notes regarding the content here – it is ALL the property of Jimmy Thomas, so if you 
want to use an image, please remember this is all copyrighted material and he holds 
the rights to it – ASK him if you want something. All comments can be left in the 
Guestbook at the site, or use his contact address on his websites. If you leave 
comments at the Sensual Treats website, they will all be given to him, I promise. 
 
There is a special ad in this issue – the only one – and it is good for today only at 
Jimmy’s RomanceNovelCovers.com stock image website. All the links are included. 
Take full advantage, the pictures are stunning! 
 
Now, without further babble from your whacked out editor, let’s turn this over to the 
man of a thousand dreams himself....  Jimmy Thomas... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
© February 14th, 2010 – Sensual Treats Magazine and Jimmy Thomas 
Cover Design: Denysé Bridger and Jimmy Thomas 
ALL rights reserved. 
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Who is JIMMY THOMAS, in his own words: 
 
 
I'm very ambitious, determined, passionate and goal oriented. Extremely down to earth, easygoing, 
but can be very blunt, although with good intent. I'll correct your English if it's spoken improperly 
(habit from my mother), I can be sarcastic, but also very focused and serious. I'm confident, young 
at heart, spontaneous, and a total go-getter! I analyze a lot, but always to figure out, learn and put 
into a positive light. I can be stubborn at times and tend to learn things by trial and error, even if 
it's the hard way, which is a great learning experience.  
 
 
I'm always staying busy, always thinking of new things and ideas. I'm adventurous, and love to 
travel. I've lived in Boston, Tampa, The Netherlands, and Los Angeles. I've been to Amsterdam, 
Rotterdam, London, Brussels, Paris, Venice, Rome, Pisa, Nice, The French Riviera, Barcelona, 
Gran Canary, all over Egypt [Luxor - Cruised down The Nile, Esna, Edfu, Komombo, Aswan, Cairo, 
Hurghada - scuba diving in The Red Sea] Jamaica, Cabo San Lucas, hiking and camping in 
Yosemite Park and Palm Springs, vacationed in San Francisco, Kentucky, Michigan, Arizona, North 
Carolina, Florida, West Virginia, Las Vegas, Kansas City... and traveled and vacationed to many 
other cities throughout the U.S.); it's great to see and experience cultures and places that you 
usually only see and read about in books.  
 
 
I enjoy being active. I workout regularly, but not a fanatic even though most people assume I am. 
One thing I am a fanatic on though, is being SO turned off by smokers. I eat whatever I want and 
can't stay away from chocolate. I enjoy listening to energy/dance-type music as it motivates me. 
I'm always wanting to help anyone and everyone I can, sometimes to a fault as it takes up my own 
needed time. I LOVE to cuddle and kiss!!! I'm not one for going out to clubs; I wore that out in my 
20's, I prefer a movie, whether a rental or the theater (as I LOVE movies), dinner, conversation, 
road trips, camping, or a weekend getaway.  
 
 
I have been studying martial arts off and on since 1992 where I used to teach it (including 
kickboxing), where I still do on a freelance basis, mostly for free if the timing is convenient, as I just 
really enjoy giving to others the knowledge I have learned. I've also been a Personal Trainer since 
the late 90's certified through NASM (National Academy of Sports Medicine), which I also teach, 
train and guide people with their diets and workouts for free a lot.  
 
 
I'm a freelance Architectural Designer for a few companies throughout Los Angeles, which is the 
work I've been doing since the early/mid 90's. I've also been modeling since the late 90's where I've 
shot with 52 different Photographers, 95 different female Models, for 138 photo shoots (not 
counting paid modeling jobs), I've written an action-adventure screenplay, I've designed many 
websites including my own, and I used to manage about 50 Models where I've gotten many of them 
published in magazines like FHM and various fitness magazines, in catalogs, on commercials, to 
tradeshows, etc.  
 
 
I own and run a stock image website for romance novel covers and am currently on 199 of them. I 
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cast, organize, direct and produce all my stock shoots, as well as do all the image selecting and 
post-production of the final images.  
 
 
My other projects I'm continually working on are; a new cardio fitness concept similar to Tae-Bo 
only much better, 8 retail inventions in prototype stages, an organic product, a self help book, and 
an animal abuse prevention organization. I love staying busy and learning and doing as many 
things as I can, and I'm always moving forward and never looking back. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.RomanceNovelCovers.com 
 

http://www.JimmyThomas.com 
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The Romantic Times Conventions: 
 
Photo time...  
 
 

 
RT 2002 (Reno, NV): 
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Here’s the tale on my story I wrote up on my skit I performed at my first RT convention: 
http://www.jimmythomas.com/modeling/candid/mrromance2002/knightofmydreams.htm 
 

A reenactment to a similar scene in 

"Knight of My Dreams" 
by CB Scott 

Cast: 
Sir Baldric played by Jimmy Thomas 

Lady Gillian played by Shannon Smith 
Villain played by Freddy Konings 

Story by Jimmy Thomas 
Written by Jimmy Thomas 

Edited by Tonia Black and Beth Ciotta 

  
One clear, sunny afternoon I witnessed the beautiful, fair lady Gillian 
frolicking, dancing and picking a bouquet of flowers from a nearby 
field. I could almost hear the winsome trill of a flute as the whistling 
wind blew through her lustrous hair.  Sweet chirps of birds lingered in 
the air.  The spell of this enchanting afternoon shattered when, 
out of nowhere, a nefarious looking man approached her from 
behind.... 

The villain forced himself upon her, stealing kisses from the 
helpless maiden.  Alerted by her sounds of distress, I advanced, 
startling the cur. With an air of confident disregard, he blatantly 
waved me off. Acknowledging the lady's anxiety, I launched a 
kick to the villain's face. Ignoring her well being, he threw her to 
the ground with astounding force and advanced up on me... 

  

I struck him with another kick to halt him in his steps.  He swiftly drew 
his sword.  I raised the hood of my robe to reveal my face causing the 
villain to frown as he realized I was not just another Woodsman, but 
indeed the infamous and fearless Sir Baldric.  He hesitated then decided 
to take his chances. Sword drawn, he attacked. I rallied, countless 
years spent in bloody battle enabling me to anticipate the next 
move of my foe before he even breathed life to his thoughts... 

Using my trusty staff, I easily deflected his first strike. I retaliated 
with a most painful blow, giving him a taste of what was to come 
should he fail to retreat. Skillfully spinning around, I launched for 
his throat, but the villain, not without carefully honed skills of his 
own, blocked the death hand I attempted to deliver. Wishing a 
quick end to this battle, I spun back around and attempted a most 
daring thrust upon his body. But the clever villain saw his own 
opening... 
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As I thrust forward with a potentially deadly stab of my staff, the 
villain swiftly arched his back to avoid the fatal wound. I 
mistakenly left myself open for a devastating blow. He raised his 
arm and with the butt of his sword, hammered upon the back of 
my neck. The force of the blow sent me falling to my knees. The 
villain stumbled back, his expression one of pride and 
satisfaction... 

Though I was injured, I knew the fair lady's only hope for survival 
depended upon my avenging her attacker. Determined to prevail, 
I rose to my feet, challenged my foe. Circling one another, we 
assessed each other's strengths and weaknesses. He snarled in 
anger, yet I could smell his fear. He knew he had ventured 
beyond a point of retreat. He knew my reputation. He was at the 
mercy of a skilled warrior experienced in years of victorious hand-
to-hand combat on the battle field... 

  
This battle paled to what I had endured on the bloody and 
sodden fields of nameless places throughout time. Only now, the 
cause touched and softened my war hardened heart. Having 
sized up my foe, I pinpointed his weak spot and twirled my staff 
to a position of attack... 

The villain readied his sword fending for his very life, but I quickly 
found my mark and thrust my staff straight through his heart. 
Tasting his blood, I knew I had vanquished an evil seed from this 
earth. Never again would this soulless man take advantage of an 
unsuspecting maiden... 

  
I withdrew my staff, the bloody corpse evidence of my wrath, my 
victory. Yet I felt no joy... Alas, the fair lady Gillian lay motionless... 
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I tended to the beauteous maiden, her breath faint within her 
breast, her pulse weak, yet to my great relief, beating. She was 
not dead, nay, merely unconscious. Violence and death beyond 
her sweet-natured endurance. I wrapped my arms about her, 
willing her my strength as I lifted her from the cold, hard ground...

Her petite body lay limp in my arms, her face still damp with tears. 
Tears that had the enigmatic power to penetrate this warrior's 
armored heart. I longed for her to open her eyes so that I could 
see their hue and know her soul, so that she could witness my 
own evident longing and admiration... 

  
Her eyes fluttered open with uncertainty, then widened in alarm. 
She gazed into the eyes of a stranger. Though she was clearly 
attracted to me, I could tell that her womanly instincts were 
warning her to flee. She started to pull away then paused, having 
read something in my eyes. Realizing she had no reason to fear 
me, she threw caution to the wind, drew me close and held tight 
to my hand. Any thoughts of running away vanished with a 
whisper soft sigh. She, as did I, contemplated what fate had so 
obviously designed... 

Passion gleaming in her eyes, she succumbed to temptation and placed a 
soft, yet meaningful kiss upon my cheek. Embarrassed by her brazen 
behavior, she attempted to escape my embrace once again. Only this 
time 'twas I who drew her back, into the safety and comfort of my arms. 
With our hands still entwined, I dipped her slender form and placed a 
kiss upon her lips, sealing our fates.  A kiss that promised today, 
tomorrow and always... 

The End... 
 

until Kansas City 2003 ;-) 

 
 
 

RT 2003 (Kansas City, MO): (no photos ) 
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RT 2008 (Pittsburgh, PA): 
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RT 2009 (Orlando, FL): 
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Interview Questions: GENERAL 
 
 
You’ve worked in many fields, and excel in all of them – what do you like about each of the jobs 
you’ve chosen? 
 
That they each take me to a new adventure   I continue doing all the things I’ve done in my past, 
just a little less of each as I add new things to my life, but all the things I’ve done and do, I still do, 
even if a little bit.  I did them to begin with because I really enjoy them  
 
 
Is there any one thing that you are the most proud of through your work? 
 
This is a question I’m asked a lot, and many feel my answer to be a bit strange, but it’s my take on 
it ;) I’m very rarely proud of things I do or that I’ve accomplished, because they weren’t hard for 
me to do. Most things I do come very easy for me, whether that is just in me, or I’ve progressed 
into that by being raised the way I was, as my brother and sister are the same way, as so are my 
parents. I think people throw around the word proud too loosely, like “I’m proud to be an 
American”.  If you were born here then you are “lucky” to be an American.  You didn’t build a raft 
with your bare hands, sail across rough seas for days or weeks, sneak over the border, go 
through all the red tape for many years to get your citizenship, which you worked hard at to do 
with relentless pursuit of that dream, then finally get it to become an American. Those are the 
people who can rightfully say they are “proud” to be an American, as they fought for it and went 
through hell and high water to get it; to fulfill their dream. 
 
Nor did you work along side the government for centuries to get this country to where it is in its 
placement in the world, where everyone wants to live here because of our freedom or choice and 
speech, etc. 
 
So only the things I felt I worked hard at to accomplish, like my Romance Novel Cover Stock 
Image Website www.RomanceNovelCovers.com (many of you know how much time I have, and 
still do, put into this), as well as my action-adventure screenplay “Necropolis”, edit after edit, 
year after year (I started it in 1994!).  All my other inventions and business ideas I think are 
AMAZING ideas, but I won’t be proud of them until I make them a reality, which will happen, it’s 
just a matter of when, or when they perfect cloning people ;) 
 
 
If you could do your “dream job” tomorrow – what would you be doing? 
 
Funny, few ask this question, but my answer has always been the same. I would love to have a 
position where all I do is help people, as if hired by the universe to help anyone who needs it, 
wherever I am at the time.  I would live comfortably; I don’t need a mansion in Beverly Hills or a 
billion dollars, just a nice place and the ability to travel whenever I wanted to and hand people 
money that I felt could really use it.  I would be called-on like how Batman has his bat signal  to 
help someone stranded on the side of the road with a flat tire or out of gas, to carry groceries to a 
car for an elderly or handicap person, lead hikers who got lost to safety, give someone money 
who is about to lose their car or home, give food to those living on the street who are starving, 
helping a blind person cross the street or run their errands, spend time in gyms correcting 
people’s bad form or incorrect exercising and teaching them how to easily adjust their diets, etc.  I 
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just love helping others… it just takes up so much of my time! But if that was my job, I’d have a 
smile on my face all day and night!  
 
 
What haven’t you done that you’ve set as a goal to achieve? 
 
Lol, are you serious? LOL! Finalize my screenplay ‘Necropolis’, put together my new fitness 
concept, my self-help book, my 8 inventions/ideas, my organic product, my animal abuse 
prevention organization, go through the 80 folders of past photo shoot images/set-ups for my 
stock image website to get them all uploaded for you all… before I start new shoot (where I have 
literally 130+ beautiful new girls lined up to shoot with right now!), get back into my martial arts 
classes full time again… those are my bigger things, while I have hundreds of little 
daily/weekly/monthly things that eat at me all the time, lol. 
 
 

Romance cover related: 
 
 
What compelled you to get into the modeling business? How did you get started? 
 
I had a few beautiful girls sincerely recommend it.  I never thought I had the looks to be a model; 
I still question it many times. I know what it takes to pull off the expressions and poses, being 
captured in the right light, watching for shadows, angles, etc., but I still don’t see myself as 
having the looks for it, lol. 
 
 
What do you feel makes a striking cover on a romance book? 
 
Simple answer, which is just a matter of studying thousands of covers… revealing the woman’s 
neck, her hand on my face, or behind my head (showing her hand/fingers), and putting yourself 
into the moment of what you’re portraying; real expressions, exaggerated expressions. But that is 
just the image, it’s also a collaboration of the cover art, which I give full props to good cover 
artists, as blending in the right background, objects/props, the proper fonts to match the 
era/genre, mood and colors, changing the lightness/darkness, contrast, hue or saturation of the 
image in general, those things together, with a great image, is what makes a great cover of a 
romance book. 
 
 
Do you ever design covers of your own? Mentally, if not in actual fact? 
 
Well since I know there are plenty of times where an image will be bought and used just as it is 
for a book cover, with just text put on it, I always make sure my images are ready to be a cover 
just as they are.  So yes, I always mentally (while doing the shoot) and physically (in post-edit) 
design the images to be covers, but no, not covers themselves… Don’t you think I have enough on 
my plate? ;)    (ED: Real wise-ass, isn’t he?) 
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If you had to choose a half dozen covers that are your personal favourites of all you’ve appeared on, 
which ones would you choose and what elements do you like most about them? 
 
That’s so not fair… I’m on 199 right now (waiting to find the 200th one ;)) I seriously LOVE so 
many of them! But some favourites that stand out are: 
 

 

       
 
 

       
 
 

       
 
 
 
Want to share your most embarrassing moment during a photo shoot so far? What do you like 
most about the shoots, and what do you like least? 
 
Seriously, I don’t get embarrassed about anything. My shoots always go smoothly, 
professionally, and are relaxed and fun. Every one of the 95 females I’ve shot with can attest to 
that   
 
As for what I like most about the shoots… do you really have to ask that? ;) I think that question 
has an automatic answer, which everyone knows ;) Lol. 
 
As for what I like least about my shoots... not a damn thing! Lol, well, accept for the pos- 
production work! That part is so time consuming!  But with each shoot, my photographer and I 
figure out ways of perfecting the images when taken, to reduce my need to edit things in the 
images afterward. 
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Finishing questions: 

 
 
You have a wonderful, positive energy that permeate both your work and your personal attitude – 
is that your natural outlook, or something that you’ve grown into through life-experiences and 
time? 
 
First off, thank you  I’ve always been incredibly optimistic in nature.  I just don’t see, or think of 
a negative option or probability. With time and mental growth from life experiences, it perfects to 
where almost nothing bothers, aggravates, annoys or frustrates me, as I know (not believe, I 
know) that everything happens for a good reason, not just a reason, but for a good reason 
(detailing this will all be in my self-help book ;)). 
 
 
How would you describe Jimmy Thomas to the world? And how would you like to be remembered 
in future when it comes to the contribution you are making to quality work on the field of romance 
covers? 
 
He’s a positive, optimistic, open-minded, generous, caring, helpful, friendly, inspirational, 
creative, deep thinker and visionary.  
 
A man in-tune with passion, affection, and knowing how a woman yearns to be looked at, held 
and touched by a man, who wanted to share this natural, innate ability with the world, and 
precisely in the right field where it is sought for the most. 
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Past Interviews and Features of interest: 
 
 
Today, I am thrilled to welcome our special guest,Jimmy Thomas.  Many of us are romance readers, which means we 
also have those meaty, sexy and wonderful covers to stare at whenever we feel like it.  But what about the people ON 
the cover? Ever wondered if they are real?  Jimmy Thomas is one such cover model, and he’s not only very real, but 
he’s a lot more than a pretty face.   A man of many talents, Jimmy has been a model, a training fitness instructor, an 
architect, and more, not to mention a very nice man. 
 
From your bio, I see that you have modeled for a variety of formats and venues from commercial print 
to magazines. How did you get into modeling for romance covers? 
I was invited to the 2002 Romantic Times Romance Novel Convention to be a contestant in the Mr. Romance 2002 
contest, and I just continued pursuing it from there. I’ve always been a self-promoter and entrepreneur  

 

 

Do you remember the very first cover you were on? 
Yes, ‘Solar Heat’ by Susan Kearney. She flew me to Florida to shoot me for it. 

Have you had a favorite cover you’ve posed for? 
Well most of my covers have been from images bought from my stock image website www.RomanceNovelCovers.com 
so I’ve only been shot for a specific cover a handful of times; those booked shoots typically only happen in New York 
where the big publisher are that can afford those shoots. As for my favorite cover I have been on so far, I get new covers 
each week I’m on that I love, but a few of my favorites right now are ‘Seducing The Sheriff’ by Marie-Nicole Ryan, 
‘Lucas’ by Eliza Gayle, ‘Tomorrow’ by Amanda M. Holt, ‘Jodi’s Journey’ by Rita Hestand, ‘Silent Vows’ by Catherine 
Bybee, Jade Dreams, by Barbara Clark… I could name covers all day, lol. I’m on 178 now (that I know of  ). I love all 
of them!  

When you pose for a cover, are you given any details and direction about the character? How is the 
photo shoot directed with character focus in mind? 
I actually give a workshop and live photo shoot about this at the Romance Novel Convention, so come there and watch 
and find out! Lol  I direct and produce my own shoots, and from being in the modeling business for 12 years, 
shooting with 52 different photographers, with 94 different female models, for 137 stock and portfolio shoots, I’ve 
learned from tons of research, and from trial and error, what is needed to make great cover images  

What is a typical day in the life of Jimmy Thomas? 
OMG, you don’t want to go there! Lol, those who know me who are reading this, started laughing while ready your 
question, lol. My everyday in a nutshell? Images, image, images, images, image, images… need I say more?  

You’ve attend RT’s Booklovers Convention almost (if not) every year, correct? What is your favorite 
part of the convention? 
Yes, except when I was living in Europe for a few years. My favorite part? All of it really. It’s like a family or high school 
reunion. It’s great to see everyone year after year, as well as meet all the newbees  The entire convention is so much 
fun as it’s not just daytime stuff like most conventions, it’s all day and night with many nights that go to the next 
morning… Ca-chem… so I’ve heard  
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You started a fabulous website called Romance Novel Covers. Those pictures are amazing. How did 
that idea come about?

hanks!
 

  Well I wanted to work on branding myself as the next big cover model, so being on as many covers as 

y only go through agencies to get their models. Well since I’ve been doing Sensual & Erotica 

T
possible was what I needed to do to achieve that. I contacted numerous publishers to pitch myself as a cover model and 
every one of them said the
Couple shoots since I started modeling in 1998, and I have done a ton of stock shoots already, and found out that most 
covers are created from images bought from stock sites, I knew what I had to do. I quickly found out that other stock 
sites are very limited on images good enough for romance novel covers, so the same great images are used on cover 
after cover, and authors hate that! So since romance novel type images were mostly what I’ve always shot, I put 2 and 2 
together and took control of the process and created my own stock image website specifically for romance novel 
covers… I was shocked to find out that the domain name RomanceNovelCovers.com was available!  

For each of the photo shoots that produce the stock photos, how much of the behind-the-scenes work 
do you do? 

 Are you kidding me? I do it all Jeannie! I cast the models, photographer and make-up and hair artists, find and set 
the locations, get / buy the props, buy / rent the outfits, make s/confirm the schedule, and direct and produce the 
entire shoot. Then I get all the raw images immediately from the photographer and sit everyday narrowing-down / 

 selecting the best images, clean, crop and size each one, upload / post them all to my stock site and detail the stats of 
each image for the buyers. Kind of completes your question above of “What is a typical day in the life of Jimmy 
Thomas?” huh?  

You have traveled extensively. What’s your favorite place to visit? How about the most romantic place 
you’ve ever bee ?n  
Same answer for both questions… BY FAR Venice, Italy!!! Hands down! I’d go back there any day! It’s gorgeous! 

st of talents and experience—architectural designer, personal trainer, self defense 
u the 

most joy? 

You have quite a li
instructor, cover model and more…What would you say is your ultimate passion? What gives yo

It’s ALWAYS been ‘the industry’ (modeling and movie writing and making – my future work  ) and martial arts. 

You have some amazing things coming up at this year’s RT Convention. Care to share the details? 
Actually, you can read them on my RNC stock image site under ‘RT 2010′ (click here and sign n or log in) on how t i o be 
involved in my events, but here they are: 

ffle will have Jimmy Thomas bring your breakfast of choice, prepared by the 
l, to your Hyatt Regency hotel room Saturday morning, where he will sit in bed with you 

Saturday, May 1, 2010 
8:30 AM – 9:30 AM – BREAKFAST IN BED WITH JIMMY THOMAS 
The winner from the Breakfast In Bed ra
Hyatt Regency Columbus Hote
in his pajamas (or less  ), while you both enjoy your breakfast and conversation together. This ‘Breakfast in Bed’ will 
be photographed for a great keepsake. Raffle tickets are just $5 with portion of proceeds to go to: ‘PuRRfect Solutions 
Feline Rescue’. Winner will be selected and announced Friday night at ‘The Vampire Ball’. 

11:00 AM – 2:00 PM – GIANT BOOK FAIR 
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aph and even sell your book(s) at my ‘Giant Book Fair’ table for 

 – READER: LIVE ROMANCE NOVEL COVER PHOTO SHOOT, HOSTED BY JIMMY 

workshop from last year, come watch how cover model Jimmy Thomas teaches, details and displays how a 

EL COVER WITH JIMMY THOMAS 
 professional hair & make-

I will display / advertise / promote, autogr
www.RomanceNovelCovers.com (RNC) May 1st, where myself and a female model will take photos with anyone who 
wants one, and change into various character costumes throughtout the day. The fee for this is a mere $10 for 
bookmarks, $15 for e-books and $25 for print books. You would ship your printed books to my hotel at the convention 
in Columbus, Ohio. 

2:15 PM – 3:15 PM
THOMAS 
A returning 
romance novel cover shoot takes place. From poses, body language and expressions, to settings, wardrobe and props. 
Whether you’re a professional or aspiring photographer wanting to break into this field, an author curious of what goes 
into the creation of your covers, or an admiring reader/fan who just wants to see a half naked man in sexy poses. This 
is an actual, live cover shoot with you as the audience. Ask questions throughout the shoot while Jimmy and his female 
model partner(s) walk you through, step by step, the process of making a great and successful cover image. Hosted by: 
Jimmy Thomas and Female Cover Model 

7:30 PM – 9:30 PM – BE ON YOUR OWN NOV
The winner of the Be On Your Own Novel Cover With Jimmy Thomas, will be pampered by a
up artist, before changing into one of their convention costumes, or one that he brings (or less  ), and spend 2 hours 
taking romantic, sensual, or even erotica images with him, by a professional photographer following the ‘Mr. Romance 
Competition’. The best image will be selected and edited, and sent to his cover artist to be turned into a full resolution 
romance novel cover for you. Raffle tickets are just $25. Winner will be selected and announced Friday night at ‘The 
Vampire Ball’. 

I have to say I’m tired just reading about all the things you’ve done in your life! So what’s next for you? 
YOU’RE tired? Hello! Lol… I have something really big to announce to the romance novel industry next month, so 
you’ll have to wait on that one  Authors are going to LOVE IT!  

If you want to get the information firsthand on Jimmy’s big announcement next month, be 
sure to log in to RomanceNovelCovers.com and sign up for his email list — or send him an 
email at jimmy@jimmythomas.com 
 
Originally appeared: http://jeannieruesch.com/wordpress/?p=2364 
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MEET Jimmy Thomas: International Romance Novel Cover Model, 
And so much more…. 
 
Born and raised in Plymouth, Massachusetts, Jimmy began his active lifestyle at a very young age; 
from neighborhood sports of football, street & roller-blade hockey, to 2 years on a local soccer team 
as their team goalie. Jimmy then joined his school's cross-country track team, and also ventured on 
to the wrestling mat. With all the sports and activities he participated in, he found his biggest liking 
in weight-training. Jimmy vigorously worked out almost every day during his final years of high 
school... Which led the beginning of who Jimmy Thomas is today. 
 
From a home-gym above a friend's garage, to down in his own basement of barbells & dumbbells, 
Jimmy stuck with his workouts even throughout his college time in Boston where he followed his 
high school studies of Architecture. Once moving to Tampa, Florida, he continued his weight-
training from his backyard and moved it to a local gym while pushing his limits to the max. 
Although he had his love for weight-training, Jimmy sought out another active & disciplined 
interest he also had... Martial arts. Jimmy joined a Kenpo Karate school where he lived every 
waking, non- working moment at; his love for the arts began to overtake him. 
 
Among his many titles and talents are: 
Architectural Designer / CAD Operator 
Fitness, Print & Romance Novel Model 
NASM Certified Personal Trainer 
Self Defense & Kickboxing Instructor 
 
 
A few questions for the charming Mr. Thomas now: 
 
1. Where do you see yourself in about ten years? With so many things currently underway, it’s clear 
you will always be busy, but if you choose, ideally, what you would be doing, what would it be? 
 
I’ve had a big interest in sci-fi, action adventure, thriller type movies for some time, to where I 
have written a screenplay for one and would love for it to be on the big screen some day soon.I’d 
also love to assistant direct it as well, as I can envision it as if I’ve already seen it. I feel I have a 
gift/talent to see what is wrong with something and how to make it right. When I walk into 
a gym it’s like I see everything in black and white and everyone working out wrong/improperly 
is red… and there is red everywhere! ;) This ability I have also includes perfecting photos, videos, 
and movies. So I’d love to get involved with learning directing/producing as soon as I can get 
many of my other projects finished ;) 
 
2. What has been your most memorable experience as a model, so far? 
 
Many actually! I’ve shot with 75 different female models so far, with many of them being ‘sensual 
to erotic’ style shoots… in others words, posing naked with each other, caressing, starring, 
wooing, kissing, etc. So all my sensual to erotic shoots have been my most memorable ;) 
 
3. Is there anything special that you haven’t done yet that you really want to do? 
 
Shoot with Jon Paul! 
 
4. If you had it within your power to change one thing about humanity, or people in general, what 
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would it be? In an ideal world kind of thing…. 
 
To get everyone to see that everything happens for a good reason, which in turn leads to positive 
outlooks on everything; no negativity, no depression, no panics, fears or worries... just 
happiness. 
 
 
Originally appeared: 
http://lucymonroeblog.blogspot.com/2009/07/guest-blog-w-jimmy-thomas.html#comments 
 
 

* * * * * 
 
Do you ever wonder where in the world they find those guys who grace the covers of your fav 
romance book covers? Are they real, or the artistic concept of someones' vivid imagination? Today 
and tomorrow , here at the manor, we are fortunate to have visiting with us, cover model, Jimmy 
Thomas. From his humble beginnings in Plymouth, Massachusetts to receiving awards for his 
architectural design and international acclaim as a fitness model, there is a whole lot more going on 
with this guy than just a pretty face and a fine physique!! 
 
 
Amanda: So lets start at the beginning...that's a very fine place to start(*humming the tune as I 
rifle through your bio pics! AHA!...sorry, Jimmy, I can't help myself-this pic is just too darn cute. 
Must share it;) You're the one on the far right;) 
 
As I read through your bio, it looks like you've always been involved with something physical, 
pushing your level of endurance. Precision sculpting and strength of the body obviously quite 
important for doing modeling. I understand it was around 1998 when you got actively involved in 
the modeling industry. But give us the inside scoop ;) Its not like you were standing at a bus stop 
and someone came up to and asked if you were a cover model, right? 
 
Jimmy: I had a few people say I should model, but I never saw myself as the model type at all 
(look-wise), then a DROP DEAD GORGEOUS girl approached me in a club (yes, she was sober, lol) 
with a huge smile and said... "Wow, tell me you model?" I looked behind me to see who she was 
talking to, lol. So I got into it then...... And started dating her! ;) 
 
Amanda: She was an agent?? Probably not, eh? Okay, so what happened then? 
 
Jimmy: I began test shooting for many photographers and very quickly picked up representation 
by 13 agencies throughout Florida alone. From commercial print, retail ads, catalogs & magazines, 
I've worked with company's like Tommy Hilfiger, Dillard's, Disney, Sports Authority, & many 
fitness magazines. I've worked with celebrity Model/Actress Amanda Swisten ("American Pie III"), 
and starred in music videos like the Persian Artist Ebi: Sedam Kardi. And Persian Artist Shohreh: 
Shabe Shekar. 
 
Amanda: You've been a very busy man, besides your real-life job which is in architecture, correct? 
How did you go from that to pursuing a career in modeling? 
 
Jimmy: I worked for an engineering firm in his first few years in Florida, then onto working for 
the largest architecture firm in the state of Florida, which was also the largest franchised 
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architecture firm in America. I was there for 4 years where I custom designed up to 4-story, multi-
million dollar homes, and left the firm as one of their Senior Designers, and with 2 "Designer of the 
Quarter" awards. In 2002, I moved to Los Angeles to further my interests. I still designed upper-
scale homes, trained clients independently and also for 'CBS Television Studios' for the cast & crew. 
I continued his modeling and still taught self defense & kickboxing. 
 
Amanda: The grass does not grow beneath your feet , does it? That was then, what about now? 
What do you have going on? 
 
Jimmy: I have been studying martial arts off and on since 1992 where I used to teach it (including 
kickboxing), where I still do on a freelance basis, mostly for free if the timing is convenient, as I just 
really enjoy giving to others the knowledge I have learned. I've also been a Personal Trainer since 
the late 90's certified through NASM (National Academy of Sports Medicine), which I also teach, 
train and guide people with their diets and workouts for free a lot. I'm a freelance Architectural 
Designer for a few companies throughout Los Angeles, which is the work I've been doing since the 
early/mid 90's. I've written an action-adventure screenplay, I've designed many websites including 
my own, and I used to manage about 50 Models where I've gotten many of them published in 
magazines like FHM and various fitness magazines, in catalogs, on commercials, to trade shows, 
etc. My latest projects I'm working on are a new cardio fitness concept similar to Tae-Bo only much 
better, 6 retail inventions in prototype stages, an organic product, a self help book, my romance 
novel stock photo website, and an animal abuse prevention organization. 
 
Amanda: So you've been on a number of book covers in the past few years and really , we're not 
talking too long since 2001. That's quite an accomplishment! In talking to other cover models, I 
think its harder to break into this end of the business than it is to get a book published! 
Congratulations on your accomplishments! Here then is your latest? Now this just brings to mind a 
whole host of questions about this book! 
 
In all of your portfolio pics, you look so natural, like you're really having a good time. And we 
haven't even touched on the portfolio for your newest endeavor! Whew! Those are "scorching!" Tell 
us, what do you like best about being a cover model?  
 

 
 
Jimmy: Well, of course there's the holding beautiful female models close to me ;) but also that I 
can present a character for readers to envision as they're reading the stories, the chemistry between 
the female character and me to come through on the cover, or the boldness, strength, and heroic 
attitude of the character if I'm alone on the cover. 
 
Amanda: Funny, thats usually the fantasy of the female readers as they look at those covers! LOL 
But I think the writers (who are readers also, of course) would have to agree that those pics serve to 
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inspire our imagination in creating our characters as well! So, um...thanks for that!!;)) Is there 
anything you don't like about being a cover model? 
 
Jimmy: Not a single thing! I LOVE shooting for, and being on, novel covers!! 
 

 
 
 
Amanda: With that, I would like to post a few more covers and give our bloggers a chance to ask 
you some questions. Tomorrow; the second half of our interview with the quintessential 
"Renaissance man" Jimmy Thomas. We'll be talking about a brilliant new idea that Jimmy 
launching at RT that is bound to do very well in this industry! Additionally, I've muscle-armed 
Jimmy (yeah, tough guy, me;) into giving up one of his promo publicity collage pics, featuring nine 
of his book covers-one at random from all who leave a comment on the blog! Good luck! 
 
 
 
Originally appeared: 
http://lustintime.blogspot.com/2009/03/welcome-jimmy-thomas-to-manor-day-one.html
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In observance of the most romantic day of the year, 
RomanceNovelCovers.com is offering 50% off all images for this one day only, 

Valentine's Day!  Until midnight tonight (PST), get as many images as you want for 
just half the price!  Yes, even on the raffle tickets for RT 2010 in Columbus, Ohio! ;) 

  

 
 
 

 

 

Thank you, 
Jimmy Thomas,  RNC Management 
www.RomanceNovelCovers.com 

www.RomanceNovelStockImages.com 
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